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• LHC has brought the field fantastic new jet measurements

• high jet rates, huge detectors, new system, large kinematic reach
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tended to illustrate the effect of the heavy ion background
on jet reconstruction, not any underlying physics process.
The dijet asymmetry in peripheral lead-lead events is
similar to that in both proton-proton and simulated events;
however, as the events become more central, the lead-lead
data distributions develop different characteristics, indicat-
ing an increased rate of highly asymmetric dijet events.
The asymmetry distribution broadens; the mean shifts to
higher values; the peak at zero asymmetry is no longer
visible; and for the most central events a peak is visible at
higher asymmetry values (asymmetries larger than 0.6 can
exist only for leading jets substantially above the kinematic
threshold of 100 GeV transverse energy). The !! distri-
butions show that the leading and second jets are primarily
back-to-back in all centrality bins; however, a systematic
increase is observed in the rate of second jets at large
angles relative to the recoil direction as the events become
more central.

Numerous studies have been performed to verify that the
events with large asymmetry are not produced by back-
grounds or detector effects. Detector effects primarily in-
clude readout errors and local acceptance loss due to dead
channels and detector cracks. All of the jet events in this
sample were checked, and no events were flagged as
problematic. The analysis was repeated first by requiring
both jets to be within j"j< 1 and j"j< 2, to see if there is
any effect related to boundaries between the calorimeter
sections, and no change to the distribution was observed.
Furthermore, the highly asymmetric dijets were not found
to populate any specific region of the calorimeter, indicat-

ing that no substantial fraction of produced energy was lost
in an inefficient or uncovered region.
To investigate the effect of the underlying event, the jet

radius parameter R was varied from 0.4 to 0.2 and 0.6 with
the result that the large asymmetry was not reduced. In
fact, the asymmetry increased for the smaller radius, which
would not be expected if detector effects are dominant. The
analysis was independently corroborated by a study of
‘‘track jets,’’ reconstructed with inner detector tracks of
pT > 4 GeV using the same jet algorithms. The inner
detector has an estimated efficiency for reconstructing
charged hadrons above pT > 1 GeV of approximately
80% in the most peripheral events (the same as that found
in 7 TeV proton-proton operation) and 70% in the most
central events, due to the approximately 10% occupancy
reached in the silicon strips. A similar asymmetry effect is
also observed with track jets. The jet energy scale and
underlying event subtraction were also validated by corre-
lating calorimeter and track-based jet measurements.
The missing ET distribution was measured for minimum

bias heavy ion events as a function of the total ET deposited
in the calorimeters up to about "ET ! 10 TeV. The reso-
lution as a function of total ET shows the same behavior as
in proton-proton collisions. None of the events in the jet-
selected sample was found to have an anomalously large
missing ET .
The events containing high-pT jets were studied for the

presence of high-pT muons that could carry a large fraction
of the recoil energy. Fewer than 2% of the events have a
muon with pT > 10 GeV, potentially recoiling against the
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FIG. 3 (color online). (Top) Dijet asymmetry distributions for data (points) and unquenched HIJING with superimposed PYTHIA dijets
(solid yellow histograms), as a function of collision centrality (left to right from peripheral to central events). Proton-proton data from!!!
s

p ! 7 TeV, analyzed with the same jet selection, are shown as open circles. (Bottom) Distribution of !!, the azimuthal angle
between the two jets, for data and HIJING" PYTHIA, also as a function of centrality.
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Fig. 3. Nuclear modification factor RAA of charged particles as a function of !Npart"
(top panel) and dNch/d! (bottom panel) measured by ALICE in Pb–Pb collisions in
different pT-intervals, compared to PHENIX results in 5 < pT < 7 GeV/c [9]. The
boxes around the data represent the pT-dependent uncertainties on the Pb–Pb pT
spectra. The boxes at RAA = 1 represent the systematic uncertainties on the pp
reference in different pT-intervals (pT-interval increases from left to right, the left-
most is for PHENIX). The systematic uncertainties on the overall normalization for
ALICE and PHENIX are not shown.

collisions and a characteristic centrality and pT dependence of
the nuclear modification factors. In central collisions (0–5%) the
yield is most strongly suppressed (RAA # 0.13) at pT = 6–7 GeV/c.
Above pT = 7 GeV/c, there is a significant rise in the nuclear mod-
ification factor, which reaches RAA # 0.4 for pT > 30 GeV/c. This
result is in agreement with the CMS measurement within statis-
tical and systematic uncertainties. The suppression is weaker in
peripheral collisions (70–80%) with RAA = 0.6–0.7 and no strong
pT dependence. The observed suppression of high-pT particles in
central Pb–Pb collisions provides evidence for strong parton energy
loss and a large medium density at the LHC. We observe that the
suppression of charged particles with 5 < pT < 7 GeV/c reaches
similar values when results from RHIC are compared to results
from LHC in terms of the dNch/d!. The measured RAA in 0–5%

Fig. 4. Nuclear modification factor RAA of charged particles measured by ALICE in
the most central Pb–Pb collisions (0–5%) in comparison to results from CMS [25]
and model calculations [26–31]. The boxes around the data denote pT-dependent
systematic uncertainties. For CMS statistical and systematic uncertainties on RAA
are added in quadrature. The systematic uncertainties on the normalization which
are related to !TAA" and the normalization of the pp data are added in quadrature
and shown as boxes at RAA = 1 (the right-most is for CMS).

central collisions is compared to model calculations. An increase of
RAA due to a decrease of the relative energy loss with increasing
pT is seen for all the models. The measurement presented here,
together with measurements of particle correlations [32] and mea-
surements using jet reconstruction [33], will help in understanding
the mechanism of jet quenching and the properties of the medium
produced in heavy-ion collisions.
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Fig. 3. Ratio of pT between the photon (p!
T > 60 GeV/c) and jet (pJet

T > 30 GeV/c, "# J! > 7
8 $ ) after subtracting background. The area of each distribution is normalised

to unity. All panels show PbPb data (filled circles) compared to pp data at 2.76 TeV (filled squares), and to the pythia + hydjet MC simulation (shaded histogram) in bins
of increasing centrality left to right. The error bars on the points represent the statistical uncertainty. See text for an explanation of the open and shaded red systematic
uncertainty boxes.

Fig. 4. (a) Average ratio of jet transverse momentum to photon transverse momen-
tum as a function of Npart . The empty box at the far right indicates the correlated
systematic uncertainty. (b) Average fraction of isolated photons with an associated
jet above 30 GeV/c as a function of Npart . In both panels, the yellow boxes indi-
cate point-to-point systematic uncertainties and the error bars denote the statistical
uncertainty. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)

Additionally, the momentum asymmetry observables are also in-
fluenced by the relative photon and jet energy calibrations. For the
measurement of % ("#), the uncertainty due to the photon angular
resolution is negligible, less than 10!5.

The uncertainty in the relative photon + jet energy scale con-
sists of four main contributions. The first one comes from the
2% relative uncertainty of the jet energy scale in the barrel for
30 < pJet

T < 200 GeV/c, when compared with the ECAL energy
scale [30]. The second contribution is the residual data-to-MC en-
ergy scale difference in pp collisions, which is not corrected for

in this analysis, for which we quote the 2% maximum relative
uncertainty applicable in the range |&Jet| < 1.6. Thirdly, the addi-
tional uncertainty for the jet energy scale in the presence of the
UE is determined to be 3% for the 30 to 100% and 4% for the 0
to 30% centrality range, using the embedding of pythia isolated
photon + jet pairs into hydjet. The fourth contribution is the effect
of heavy ion background on the ECAL energy scale, which is de-
termined from Z " e!e+ mass reconstruction, after applying the
PbPb ECAL correction. This results in a relative uncertainty of 1.5%,
comparable to the pp uncertainty (obtained via $0 and & " ! ! ).

The absolute photon energy scale uncertainty, estimated to be
1.5% using Z decays as described above, will also affect the thresh-
old of our photon kinematic selection. Similarly, the lower trans-
verse momentum cutoff for jets is sensitive to their absolute en-
ergy scale. For CMS, the energy of jets is calibrated by measuring
the relative photon+ jet energy scale in pp collisions, and therefore
the uncertainty in jet energies is the quadrature sum of the uncer-
tainties in the relative jet-to-photon energy scale and the absolute
photon energy scale.

The uncertainty of the photon purity measurement using the
%&& template fitting is estimated by (a) varying the selection of
sideband regions that is used to obtain the background template
and (b) shifting the template to measure the signal template un-
certainty. These result in an estimated uncertainty on the photon
purity of 12% and 2%, respectively. Systematic effects due to pho-
ton reconstruction e!ciency are estimated by correcting the data
using the e!ciency derived from the MC simulation, and compar-
ing the result with the uncorrected distribution. The contribution
of non-isolated photons (mostly from jet fragmentation) that are
incorrectly determined to be isolated in the detector due to UE en-
ergy fluctuations or detector resolution effects is estimated using
pythia + hydjet simulation. The difference of photon + jet observ-
ables obtained from generator level isolated photons and detector
level isolated photons is taken to be the systematic uncertainty re-
sulting from the experimental criterion for an isolated photon.

The current analysis removes contamination from fake jets
purely by subtracting the background estimated from event mix-
ing. A cross-check of this subtraction has been performed using
a direct rejection of fake jets via a fake jet discriminant. The dis-
criminant sums the p2

T of the jet core within R < 0.1 around the
jet axis and determines the likelihood that the reconstructed jet is
not the result of a background fluctuation. Both techniques for fake
jet removal agree within 1% for the observables studied. The effect
of ine!ciencies in the jet finding is estimated by repeating the
analysis and weighting each jet with the inverse of the jet finding
e!ciency as a function of pJet

T .
Tables 3, 4, and 5 summarise the relative systematic uncertain-

ties for % ("#), #x J! $, and R J! , respectively, for the pp data and

ATLAS PRL 105 252303, ALICE PLB 720 52, CMS PLB 718 773
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what do we want from jets @ RHIC?

• probe the properties of  jets near Tc

• exploit the large collision energy difference between RHIC and LHC 
to understand the physics of  quenching

• exploit RHIC’s flexibility to study different systems, small and large:

• geometry, initial state effects...
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quenching  vs  temperatue
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Figure 3.2: A familiar depiction of jet quenching at leading order and without virtuality
evolution. After an initial hard scattering the partons lose energy in the medium and even-
tually fragment in the vacuum into final-state hadrons.

The properties of the medium probed by a high energy quark or gluon necessarily depend
on the virtuality of that quark and gluon. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3. A high pT parton
interacts with the medium over a full range of Q2 scales with a maximum Qmax set by the
p2

T of the parton. For the very highest values of Q2, the parton probes the medium on short
distance scales where the constituents of the medium are bare color-charge point-like
quarks and gluons and pQCD descriptions of resulting interactions should be applicable.
At intermediate scales we expect the probe to see a medium composed of quark and
gluon quasi-particles with thermal masses and associated dispersion relations. At still
lower Q2 the probe samples the medium across longer distance scales where the strong
coupling physics is manifest. At these length scales, weakly coupled pQCD and strongly
coupled string dual (AdS/CFT) descriptions of the quark-gluon plasma offer different
and competing models of the interaction of the probe with the medium [77, 78, 79]. Note
that in the string dual case (as shown at the lower right of Figure 3.3) there are no quasi-
particles to absorb locally any collisional energy loss.

Because the virtuality of a hard-scattered quark or gluon evolves with time, jet measure-
ments provide a doubly “integrated”, or time-averaged, view of the medium. That aver-
aging includes both the virtuality evolution of the probe and also the time evolution of the
medium properties. Because the upper limit on virtuality of the quarks and gluons, Qmax,
is determined by the momentum transfer in the hard scattering process, by varying that
momentum transfer we can dial the range of distance scales and structure with which
a quark or gluon probes the medium. Figure 3.4 shows the pQCD yields [81] for vari-

48
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modified fragmentation patterns

5
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sees that indeed the momentum balance of the events, shown
as solid circles, is recovered within uncertainties, for both
centrality ranges and even for events with large observed dijet
asymmetry, in both data and simulation. This shows that the
dijet momentum imbalance is not related to undetected activity
in the event due to instrumental (e.g., gaps or inefficiencies in
the calorimeter) or physics (e.g., neutrino production) effects.

The figure also shows the contributions to !"p#
T$ for five

transverse momentum ranges from 0.5–1 GeV/c to pT >
8 GeV/c. The vertical bars for each range denote statistical
uncertainties. For data and simulation, a large negative
contribution to !"p#

T$ (i.e., in the direction of the leading jet)
by the pT > 8 GeV/c range is balanced by the combined
contributions from the 0.5–8 GeV/c regions. Looking at the
pT < 8 GeV/c region in detail, important differences between
data and simulation emerge. For PYTHIA + HYDJET both
centrality ranges show a large balancing contribution from the
intermediate pT region of 4–8 GeV/c, while the contribution
from the two regions spanning 0.5–2 GeV/c is very small. In
peripheral PbPb data, the contribution of 0.5–2 GeV/c tracks
relative to that from 4–8 GeV/c tracks is somewhat enhanced
compared to the simulation. In central PbPb events, the relative
contribution of low and intermediate-pT tracks is actually
the opposite of that seen in PYTHIA + HYDJET. In data, the
4–8 GeV/c region makes almost no contribution to the overall
momentum balance, while a large fraction of the negative
imbalance from high pT is recovered in low-momentum tracks.

The dominant systematic uncertainty for the pT balance
measurement comes from the pT-dependent uncertainty in
the track reconstruction efficiency and fake rate described in
Sec. III B. A 20% uncertainty was assigned to the final result,
stemming from the residual difference between the PYTHIA
generator level and the reconstructed PYTHIA + HYDJET tracks
at high pT. This is combined with an absolute 3 GeV/c
uncertainty that comes from the imperfect cancellation of the
background tracks. The background effect was cross checked
in data from a random cone study in 0%–30% central events
similar to the study described in Sec. III B. The overall
systematic uncertainty is shown as brackets in Figs. 14 and 15.

Further insight into the radial dependence of the momentum
balance can be gained by studying !"p#

T$ separately for tracks
inside cones of size !R = 0.8 around the leading and
subleading jet axes, and for tracks outside of these cones.
The results of this study for central events are shown in Fig. 15
for the in-cone balance and out-of-cone balance for MC and
data. As the underlying PbPb event in both data and MC is
not " symmetric on an event-by-event basis, the back-to-back
requirement was tightened to !"12 > 5#/6 for this study.

One observes that for both data and MC an in-cone
imbalance of !"p#

T$ % &20 GeV/c is found for the AJ > 0.33
selection. In both cases this is balanced by a corresponding
out-of-cone imbalance of !"p#

T$ % 20 GeV/c. However, in
the PbPb data the out-of-cone contribution is carried almost
entirely by tracks with 0.5 < pT < 4 GeV/c, whereas in MC
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FIG. 15. (Color online) Average
missing transverse momentum !"p#

T$ for
tracks with pT > 0.5 GeV/c, projected
onto the leading jet axis (solid circles).
The !"p#

T$ values are shown as a function
of dijet asymmetry AJ for 0%–30%
centrality, inside (!R < 0.8) one of the
leading or subleading jet cones (left-
hand side) and outside (!R > 0.8)
the leading and subleading jet cones
(right-hand side). For the solid circles,
vertical bars and brackets represent the
statistical and systematic uncertainties,
respectively. For the individual pT

ranges, the statistical uncertainties are
shown as vertical bars.
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CMS: balancing 
energy at low pT 
and large angles

ATLAS: softening of  jet 
fragmentation functions

PRC84 024906

Jet Structure: Centrality Dependence
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‣ Similar trends in D(z) and D(pT) distributions
• Enhancement at low z/pT
• Suppression at moderate z/pT
• High pT behavior may exhibit additional enhancement
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The top panel shows per trigger yield
as a function of ! for p+p collisions (squares) and 0–40% most
central Au+Au collisions (circles). The points are shifted for
clarity. For reference, the dependence on zT is also indicated.
The bottom panel shows IAA, the ratio of Au+Au to p+p
fragmentation functions. Also shown are predictions from
BW-MLLA [16] (dashed line), calculated at Ejet = 7 GeV
with fmed = 0.8 selected for 0–10% central Au+Au and from
YaJEM-DE [25, 26] (dot-dashed curve) for 0–40% centrality
and trigger photons from 9–12 GeV/c, both for the full away-
side (|!"! #| < #/2).

In order to study the jet fragmentation function, D(z),
associated hadron yields are determined as a function of
zT = phT /p

!
T , the ratio of the associated hadron trans-

verse momentum, phT , to the trigger photon transverse
momentum, p!T . Here zT ! z, since direct photon trig-
gers balance the opposing jet. To focus on the low zT
region, one can express the fragmentation function as a
function of the variable, ! = ln(1/zT ). To extend the
accessible zT range, hadrons from 0.5 < pT < 7.0 GeV/c
are used in combination with a single 5 < p!T < 9 GeV/c
photon bin.

Figure 1 shows azimuthal pair angle distributions for
the extracted direct "-h correlations in 0–40% central
Au+Au collisions as well as comparison with the direct
"-h correlations in p+p. Unlike on the away-side, on the
trigger side (|!#| < $/2) the direct "-h correlations in
Au+Au show a negligible yield, indicating that the sta-
tistical subtraction method indeed yields direct photons
and that the yield of fragmentation photons in Au+Au
is negligible within uncertainties.

On the away side the associated particle yield is vis-
ible, and there is significant variation when comparing
the correlations in Au+Au to p+p. To further quan-
tify this variation, the yields are integrated over !# for
|$"!#| < $/2, as a function of !, to obtain the e"ective
fragmentation function. The top panel of Fig. 2 shows
the integrated away-side yields in Au+Au and p+p as cir-
cles and squares, respectively. The statistical error bars
include the point-to-point uncorrelated systematic uncer-
tainty from the background subtraction, while the boxes
around the points show the correlated uncertainties. For
reference, the dependence on zT is also indicated as the
upper scale axis label.
To study medium modification of the jet fragmenta-

tion function, we take a ratio of the ! distribution in
Au+Au to p+p. This ratio, known as IAA, is shown
in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 and can be written as
IAA = Y Au+Au/Y p+p. Much of the global scale uncer-
tainty cancels in this ratio, but there is a remaining 6%
uncertainty. In the absence of modification, IAA would
equal 1. The data instead indicate suppression at low !
and enhancement at higher !. Including all systematic
uncertainties the %2/dof value for the highest 4 points
compared to the hypothesis that IAA = 1 is 17.6/4, cor-
responding to a probability that IAA is 1.0 for ! > 0.8 of
less than 0.1%.
The dashed curve in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows

IAA calculated at Ejet = 7 GeV using the BW-MLLA
model in medium and in vacuum. The vacuum calcula-
tion agrees well with the measured ! distribution in e+e!,
and the in-medium conditions reproduce the measured $0

RAA at high-pT for 0–10% central Au+Au events [16].
The dot-dashed curve shows IAA predicted by YaJEM-
DE [25] for trigger photons from 9–12 GeV/c for the same
centrality range (0–40%) as the present data [26]. Both
models, which include all away-side jet fragments, show
suppression at low ! due to parton energy loss in Au+Au
collisions, and increasing IAA with increasing !. In both
cases, this is due to the lost energy being redistributed
into enhanced production of lower momentum particles.
The suppression of IAA at high zT and enhancement

at low zT seen in these models agrees with the quali-
tative trend in the data. However, the models do not
reproduce the location in ! where transition from sup-
pression to enhancement is observed. Understanding the
details of this transition can lead to better understand-
ing of how lost energy is being redistributed. One such
detail is how IAA depends on the angular distribution of
particles about the away-side jet axis. The top panel of
Fig. 3 shows IAA in three integration ranges. Reducing
the integration range from |!# " $| < $/2 reduces the
observed enhancement and shifts the e"ect to higher !.
If the integration range is restricted to |!# " $| < $/6,
the enhancement for ! > 1.0 becomes negligible, while
still showing significant suppression for ! < 0.8.
To better quantify the angular range of the enhance-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The top panel shows the IAA for the
full away-side (|!!!"| < "/2) (circles) and for two restricted
away-side integration ranges, |!! ! "| < "/3 (squares) and
|!!! "| < "/6 (triangles). The points are shifted for clarity.
The bottom panel shows the ratio of the IAA for |!! ! "| <
"/2 to |!!! "| < "/6.

ment, we can look at the ratio of IAA’s with di!erent
integration ranges, where some of the statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties common to all IAA cancel. The
bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the full away-
side integration range to the |"!! "| < "/6 case. From
this ratio it is clear that there is a significant variation
in observed IAA as a function of the integration range.
The average ratio for # > 0.8 is 1.9±0.3(stat)±0.3(syst),
indicating that the enhancement in IAA seen at large #
is predominately at large angles (|"! ! "| > "/6).

In summary, we have presented evidence for medium
modification of jet fragmentation, measured via compar-
ison of direct photon-hadron correlations in

"
s
NN

= 200
GeV Au+Au and p+p collisions. The ratio of Au+Au to
p+p yields indicates that particles are depleted at low # or
high momentum fraction, zT , due to energy loss of quarks
traversing the medium. The ratio exhibits an increasing
trend toward high #, exceeding one at # # 1.0. Restrict-
ing the away-side azimuthal integration range reduces the
enhancement at high # significantly. This suggests that
the medium enhances production of soft particles in par-
ton fragmentation, relative to p+p, preferentially at large
angles.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The top panel shows the IAA for the
full away-side (|!!!"| < "/2) (circles) and for two restricted
away-side integration ranges, |!! ! "| < "/3 (squares) and
|!!! "| < "/6 (triangles). The points are shifted for clarity.
The bottom panel shows the ratio of the IAA for |!! ! "| <
"/2 to |!!! "| < "/6.

ment, we can look at the ratio of IAA’s with di!erent
integration ranges, where some of the statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties common to all IAA cancel. The
bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the full away-
side integration range to the |"!! "| < "/6 case. From
this ratio it is clear that there is a significant variation
in observed IAA as a function of the integration range.
The average ratio for # > 0.8 is 1.9±0.3(stat)±0.3(syst),
indicating that the enhancement in IAA seen at large #
is predominately at large angles (|"! ! "| > "/6).

In summary, we have presented evidence for medium
modification of jet fragmentation, measured via compar-
ison of direct photon-hadron correlations in

"
s
NN

= 200
GeV Au+Au and p+p collisions. The ratio of Au+Au to
p+p yields indicates that particles are depleted at low # or
high momentum fraction, zT , due to energy loss of quarks
traversing the medium. The ratio exhibits an increasing
trend toward high #, exceeding one at # # 1.0. Restrict-
ing the away-side azimuthal integration range reduces the
enhancement at high # significantly. This suggests that
the medium enhances production of soft particles in par-
ton fragmentation, relative to p+p, preferentially at large
angles.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The top panel shows the IAA for the
full away-side (|!!!"| < "/2) (circles) and for two restricted
away-side integration ranges, |!! ! "| < "/3 (squares) and
|!!! "| < "/6 (triangles). The points are shifted for clarity.
The bottom panel shows the ratio of the IAA for |!! ! "| <
"/2 to |!!! "| < "/6.

ment, we can look at the ratio of IAA’s with di!erent
integration ranges, where some of the statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties common to all IAA cancel. The
bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the full away-
side integration range to the |"!! "| < "/6 case. From
this ratio it is clear that there is a significant variation
in observed IAA as a function of the integration range.
The average ratio for # > 0.8 is 1.9±0.3(stat)±0.3(syst),
indicating that the enhancement in IAA seen at large #
is predominately at large angles (|"! ! "| > "/6).

In summary, we have presented evidence for medium
modification of jet fragmentation, measured via compar-
ison of direct photon-hadron correlations in

"
s
NN

= 200
GeV Au+Au and p+p collisions. The ratio of Au+Au to
p+p yields indicates that particles are depleted at low # or
high momentum fraction, zT , due to energy loss of quarks
traversing the medium. The ratio exhibits an increasing
trend toward high #, exceeding one at # # 1.0. Restrict-
ing the away-side azimuthal integration range reduces the
enhancement at high # significantly. This suggests that
the medium enhances production of soft particles in par-
ton fragmentation, relative to p+p, preferentially at large
angles.
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If jets in Au+Au and p+p have identical fragmentation
patterns, then D

AA

= 0 for all passoc
T

. Deviations from
D

AA

= 0 are indicative of jet modification.
In order to make meaningful quantitative comparisons

between jets in Au+Au and p+p, it is necessary to com-
pare jets with similar energies in the two collision sys-
tems. While the reconstructed jet p

T

is not directly
related to the original parton energy (especially in this
analysis because pjet,rec

T

is calculated only from tracks and
towers with p

T

> 2 GeV/c), jets in Au+Au with a given
pjet,rec,Au+Au

T

are matched to similar p+p jets using the
following procedure: The e↵ect of the background associ-
ated with heavy-ion collisions on the trigger jet energy is
assessed through embedding p+p HT events in Au+Au
minimum bias (MB) events (with the same centrality and
high-multiplicity bias as the Au+Au HT events). Under
the assumption that Au+Au HT trigger jets are simi-
lar to p+p HT trigger jets in a Au+Au collision back-
ground, the correspondence between the p+p jet energy
(pjet,rec,p+p

T

) and the Au+Au jet energy (pjet,rec,p+p emb

T

'
pjet,rec,Au+Au

T

) can be determined through this embed-

ding. Figure 1 compares the pjet,rec,p+p emb

T
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FIG. 4. (Color online.) The awayside momentum di↵erence
D
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is shown for two ranges of pjet,rec
T

: 10 � 15 GeV/c (red
circles) and 20 � 40 GeV/c (black squares). The results for
15 � 20 GeV/c (not shown) are similar. The boundaries of
the passoc

T

bins are shown along the upper axis. YaJEM-DE
model calculations (solid lines) are from [35].

to the pjet,rec,Au+Au

T

spectrum measured in Au+Au HT

events. For a given range in pjet,rec,p+p
T

the correspond-

ing pjet,rec,Au+Au

T

distribution is obtained. When compar-
ing Au+Au jets to equivalent p+p jets in this analysis,
the Au+Au signal is weighted according to this distribu-
tion. This procedure largely accounts for the e↵ects of
background fluctuations in Au+Au events; the possibil-
ity of additional discrepancies between the reconstructed
jet energies in Au+Au and p+p will be included within
systematic uncertainties described below.

The performance of the TPC and BEMC can vary in
di↵erent collision systems and over time. These varia-
tions are accounted for in the relative tracking e�ciency
between Au+Au and p+p (90%±7% for p

T

> 2 GeV/c),
the relative tower e�ciency (98%± 2%), and the relative
tower energy scale (100%± 2%). These variations in de-
tector performance were included, and their systematic
uncertainties were assessed, in the p+p HT ⌦ Au+Au
MB embedding. The e↵ects of the relative tracking e�-
ciency uncertainty and the tower energy scale uncertainty
on the pjet,rec

T

spectrum are shown in Fig. 1(b). The
embedding also accounted for jet v

2

and its associated
uncertainty (discussed later) by weighting the distribu-
tion of the p+p HT jets with respect to the event planes
of the Au+Au MB events; di↵erent hadronic correction
schemes were also investigated. The e↵ects of the tower
e�ciency and jet v

2

on the jet energy scale are found to
be negligible, as is the e↵ect of the hadronic correction
scheme on the final results.

In order to analyze the jet correlation signal in Au+Au
collisions it is necessary to subtract the large combina-
toric background in heavy-ion collisions. The background
levels are estimated by fitting the functional form in (1)
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The top panel shows the IAA for the
full away-side (|!!!"| < "/2) (circles) and for two restricted
away-side integration ranges, |!! ! "| < "/3 (squares) and
|!!! "| < "/6 (triangles). The points are shifted for clarity.
The bottom panel shows the ratio of the IAA for |!! ! "| <
"/2 to |!!! "| < "/6.

ment, we can look at the ratio of IAA’s with di!erent
integration ranges, where some of the statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties common to all IAA cancel. The
bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the full away-
side integration range to the |"!! "| < "/6 case. From
this ratio it is clear that there is a significant variation
in observed IAA as a function of the integration range.
The average ratio for # > 0.8 is 1.9±0.3(stat)±0.3(syst),
indicating that the enhancement in IAA seen at large #
is predominately at large angles (|"! ! "| > "/6).

In summary, we have presented evidence for medium
modification of jet fragmentation, measured via compar-
ison of direct photon-hadron correlations in

"
s
NN

= 200
GeV Au+Au and p+p collisions. The ratio of Au+Au to
p+p yields indicates that particles are depleted at low # or
high momentum fraction, zT , due to energy loss of quarks
traversing the medium. The ratio exhibits an increasing
trend toward high #, exceeding one at # # 1.0. Restrict-
ing the away-side azimuthal integration range reduces the
enhancement at high # significantly. This suggests that
the medium enhances production of soft particles in par-
ton fragmentation, relative to p+p, preferentially at large
angles.
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FIG. 3. (Color online.) The Gaussian widths of the awayside
jet peaks (�

AS

) in Au+Au (solid symbols) and p+p (open
symbols) are shown for two ranges of pjet,rec

T

: 10� 15 GeV/c
(red circles) and 20� 40 GeV/c (black squares). The results
for 15�20 GeV/c (not shown) are similar. The boundaries of
the passoc

T

bins are shown along the upper axis. YaJEM-DE
model calculations (solid and dashed lines) are from [35].

ence between Au+Au and p+p (in a given passoc
T

bin with
mean hpassoc

T

i):

D
AA

(passoc
T

) ⌘Y
Au+Au

(passoc
T

) · hpassoc
T

i
Au+Au

(2)

�Yp+p(p
assoc

T

) · hpassoc
T

ip+p.

⌃D
AA

measures the energy balance over the entire passoc
T

range:

⌃D
AA

⌘
X

passoc

T

bins

D
AA

(passoc
T

). (3)

If jets in Au+Au and p+p have identical fragmentation
patterns, then D

AA

= 0 for all passoc
T

. Deviations from
D

AA

= 0 are indicative of jet modification.
In order to make meaningful quantitative comparisons

between jets in Au+Au and p+p, it is necessary to com-
pare jets with similar energies in the two collision sys-
tems. While the reconstructed jet p

T

is not directly
related to the original parton energy (especially in this
analysis because pjet,rec

T

is calculated only from tracks and
towers with p

T

> 2 GeV/c), jets in Au+Au with a given
pjet,rec,Au+Au

T

are matched to similar p+p jets using the
following procedure: The e↵ect of the background associ-
ated with heavy-ion collisions on the trigger jet energy is
assessed through embedding p+p HT events in Au+Au
minimum bias (MB) events (with the same centrality and
high-multiplicity bias as the Au+Au HT events). Under
the assumption that Au+Au HT trigger jets are simi-
lar to p+p HT trigger jets in a Au+Au collision back-
ground, the correspondence between the p+p jet energy
(pjet,rec,p+p

T

) and the Au+Au jet energy (pjet,rec,p+p emb

T

'
pjet,rec,Au+Au

T

) can be determined through this embed-

ding. Figure 1 compares the pjet,rec,p+p emb

T
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15 � 20 GeV/c (not shown) are similar. The boundaries of
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model calculations (solid lines) are from [35].

to the pjet,rec,Au+Au

T

spectrum measured in Au+Au HT

events. For a given range in pjet,rec,p+p
T

the correspond-

ing pjet,rec,Au+Au

T

distribution is obtained. When compar-
ing Au+Au jets to equivalent p+p jets in this analysis,
the Au+Au signal is weighted according to this distribu-
tion. This procedure largely accounts for the e↵ects of
background fluctuations in Au+Au events; the possibil-
ity of additional discrepancies between the reconstructed
jet energies in Au+Au and p+p will be included within
systematic uncertainties described below.

The performance of the TPC and BEMC can vary in
di↵erent collision systems and over time. These varia-
tions are accounted for in the relative tracking e�ciency
between Au+Au and p+p (90%±7% for p

T

> 2 GeV/c),
the relative tower e�ciency (98%± 2%), and the relative
tower energy scale (100%± 2%). These variations in de-
tector performance were included, and their systematic
uncertainties were assessed, in the p+p HT ⌦ Au+Au
MB embedding. The e↵ects of the relative tracking e�-
ciency uncertainty and the tower energy scale uncertainty
on the pjet,rec

T

spectrum are shown in Fig. 1(b). The
embedding also accounted for jet v

2

and its associated
uncertainty (discussed later) by weighting the distribu-
tion of the p+p HT jets with respect to the event planes
of the Au+Au MB events; di↵erent hadronic correction
schemes were also investigated. The e↵ects of the tower
e�ciency and jet v

2

on the jet energy scale are found to
be negligible, as is the e↵ect of the hadronic correction
scheme on the final results.

In order to analyze the jet correlation signal in Au+Au
collisions it is necessary to subtract the large combina-
toric background in heavy-ion collisions. The background
levels are estimated by fitting the functional form in (1)
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quenching vs √sNN

• RAA ~ 0.5 at 39GeV

• pT reach ~10GeV at 62.4GeV, RAA consistent with 200GeV

• *pA measurements needed to understand initial state effect
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2

[58]

TAB(C) =
!

"

d2!x!TA(!x! !
!b

2
)TB(!x! +

!b

2
)

#

b"C

(2)

in terms of the Glauber nuclear thickness profile
TA(!x!) =

$

dz"A(z, !x!) and Wood-Saxon nuclear den-
sity "A normalized to A.
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pT (GeV/c)
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1

R
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A

π0 WHDG RHIC Constrained
π0 WHDG LHC Extrapolation
π0 PHENIX 0-5%
hch PHENIX 0-5%
hch STAR 0-5%
hch ALICE 0-5%
hch ALICE 70-80%

FIG. 1. WHDG model [53] predictions (blue bands extrapo-
lated from the RHIC constrained green band) for the nuclear
modification factor of !0 in Pb+Pb 2.76 ATeV LHC are com-
pared to ALICE/LHC [1] charged hadron nuclear modification
data in central (red solid) and peripheral (open red) reactions.
The PHENIX/RHIC Au+Au! !0 nuclear modification data
[34] are shown by black dots. The brown triangles and blue
stars represent the charged hadron PHENIX [32] and STAR
[33] data, respectively. The blue band of WHDG predictions
corresponds to the 1-" medium constraint set by PHENIX [34]
extrapolated to LHC via the ALICE charged particle rapidity
density [2]. The wide yellow band is the current systematic
error band of the (red dot) LHC data due to the unmeasured
p+p reference denominator.

In the absence of both initial state and final state nu-
clear interactions RAB = 1. For pT below some charac-
teristic medium dependent transverse momentum “sat-
uration” scale, Qs(pT ,

"
s, A), the initial nuclear par-

tonic distributions functions (PDFs) [59–61] fa/A(x =
2pT /

"
s,Q2 # p2T ) < Afa/N (x,Q2) are expected to be

shadowed, leading to RAA < 1 because the incident flux
of partons is less than A times the free nucleon parton
flux. Color Glass Condensate (CGC) models [11, 62–
68] have been developed to predict Qs(pT ,

"
s, A) related

initial state e!ects from first principles. While the mag-
nitude of Qs at LHC is uncertain and will require future
dedicated p+Pb control measurements to map out, cur-
rent expectations are that Qs < 5 GeV at LHC in the
central rapidity region. This should leave a wide jet to-

mographic kinematic window 10 < pT < 200 GeV in
which nuclear modification should be dominated by final
state parton energy loss and broadening e!ects. In this
paper, we therefore assume that initial state nuclear ef-
fects can be neglected in the 10 < pT < 20 (i.e. x > 0.01)
range explored by the first ALICE data [1]. We note that
from Fig. 1, and as discussed in detail below, our RHIC
constrained jet quenching due to final state interactions
alone already tends to over-predict the pion quenching
at LHC and therefore leaves no room for large addi-
tional shadowing/saturation e!ects in the [68–70] in this
Q2 > 100 GeV2 kinematic window—unless the sQGP is
much more transparent at LHC than expected from most
extrapolations of jet quenching phenomena from SPS and
RHIC to LHC energies.
The main challenge to pQCD multiple collision theory

of jet tomography and AdS/CFT jet holography is how to
construct a consistent approximate framework that can
account simultaneously for the beam energy dependence
from SPS to LHC energy and for the nuclear system size,
momentum, and centrality dependence from p+p to U +
U of four major classes of hard probe observables: (1) the
light quark and gluon leading jet quenching pattern as a
function of the resolution scale pT , (2) the heavy quark
flavor dependence of jet flavor tagged observables, and (3)
the azimuthal dependence of high pT particles relative to
the bulk reaction plane determined from low-pT elliptic
flow and higher azimuthal flow moments, vn(pT ), and (4)
corresponding di-jet observables.
The first LHC heavy ion data on high transverse mo-

mentum spectra provide an important milestone because
they test for the first time the density or opacity depen-
dence of light quark and gluon jet quenching theory in a
parton density range approximately twice as large as that
studied at RHIC. The surprise from LHC is the relatively
small di!erence observed between the RHIC [32–34] and
ALICE [1] LHC data on RAA(10 < pT < 20 GeV), as
shown in Fig. 1. In addition, there is little di!erence
from RHIC to LHC between the di!erential elliptic flow
probe, v2(pT < 2), as reported in [3]. The rather striking
similarities between bulk and hard observables at RHIC
and LHC pose significant consistency challenges for both
initial state production and dynamical modeling of the
sQGP phase of matter.
In this paper, we focus on the puzzle posed by the

similarity of inclusive light quark/gluon jet quenching at
RHIC and LHC by performing a constrained extrapola-
tion from RHIC using the WHDG model [53] to predict

R!0

AA at 2.76 ATeV cm energy. We update our earlier
2007 LHC predictions in [71, 72], by extrapolating the
2008 1! # PHENIX/RHIC constraints [34] of the opac-
ity range at

"
s = 0.2 ATeV using the new 2.76 ATeV

ALICE/LHC [2, 4] charged hadron rapidity density data,
dNch/d$ = 1601±60, in the 0!5% most central collisions
and 35± 2 in the 70! 80% peripheral collisions.
We note that in strong coupling AdS/CFT approaches

to hard jet probes, the pQCD high-pT jet tomogra-
phy theory is replaced by a gravity dual jet holographic

Horowitz & Gyulassy NPA872 265, PHENIX PRL 109 152301

!!!!!!!!
sNN

p ! 62:4 GeV [13], but only up to pT ! 7 GeV=c,
while the current Au" Au measurement reaches up to
10 GeV=c. Hence, the p" p data were fitted with a
power-law function between 4:5< pT < 7 GeV=c and
then extrapolated. The systematic uncertainty resulting
from this extrapolation reaches 20% at 10 GeV=c, esti-
mated from a series of fits, where each time one or more
randomly selected points are omitted and the remaining
points are refitted.

Because PHENIX has not measured the p" p spectrum
of !0 at

!!!!!!!!
sNN

p ! 39 GeV, data from the Fermilab experi-
ment E706 [14] were used. However, the E706 acceptance
(# 1:0< "< 0:5) is different from that of PHENIX
(j"j< 0:35), and, since dN=d" is not flat and narrows
for high-pT particles, a pT-dependent correction was ap-
plied to the E706 data. This correction factor was deter-
mined from a PYTHIA simulation by means of the ratio of
yields (normalized per unit rapidity) when calculated from
the observed yield in the PHENIX and E706 acceptance
windows. The systematic uncertainty of the correction is
1–2% at 3 GeV=c but reaches 20% at 8 GeV=c.

Figure 2 shows the nuclear modification factor of !0’s
measured in Au" Au collisions at

!!!!!!!!
sNN

p ! 39, 62.4, and
200 GeV (data from [9]) as a function of pT for (a) most
central collisions and (b) 40–60% centrality. In the most
central collisions (0–10%), there is a significant suppres-
sion for all three energies, while, in midperipheral colli-
sions (40–60%) at

!!!!!!!!
sNN

p ! 39 GeV, RAA is consistent with
unity above pT > 3 GeV=c.

Figure 2 also shows pQCD calculations [17,18] for
0–10% centrality. The solid curves are obtained with a

parametrization of initial-state multiple scattering [17]
that overestimates the Cronin effect. At high pT , the theo-
retical result is compatible with the 200 GeVAu" Au data
(and also the 200 GeVCu" Cu data [11]). Neither the 62.4
nor the 39 GeV data are consistent with the predictions.
The only qualitative agreement is that the turnover point of
the RAA curves moves to higher pT with lower collision
energy, as observed in the data. The bands are calculated
within the same framework but with 30% larger initial-
state parton mean free paths and the energy loss varied by
$10%. The Cronin effect is then compatible with lower
energy p" A data and earlier calculations [19]. The
200 GeV data are still well described, and the 62.4 GeV
data are consistent within uncertainties, but the 39 GeV
RAA, particularly the shape, is inconsistent with the corre-
sponding band.
Coupled with the observations that the slopes at high pT

become much steeper but the bulk properties (like elliptic
flow, energy density, apparent temperature) change only
slowly in the collision-energy range in question, it is quite
conceivable that hard scattering as a source of particles at a
given pT becomes completely dominant only at higher
transverse momentum; i.e., jet quenching will be
‘‘masked’’ up to higher pT . Note that, while the shapes at
lower pT are different, at pT> % 7 GeV=c RAA is essen-
tially the same for the 62.4 and 200 GeV data, irrespective
of centrality (see also Fig. 3). The simultaneous description
of results spanning such a wide range in

!!!!!!!!
sNN

p
is a chal-

lenge for energy-loss models that must incorporate mul-
tiple effects beyond radiative-energy-loss effects that may
each have a different dependence on

!!!!!!!!
sNN

p
.

Figure 3 shows pT-averaged RAA as a function of the
number of participants. The averaging was done above
pT > 6 GeV=c. Our first observation is that RAA decreases
with increasing centrality even for the lowest-energy sys-
tem. Similarly, as already discussed in the context of Fig. 2,
at high enough pT the suppression is the same at 62.4 and
200 GeV, at all centralities. This is remarkable because the
power n of the fit to the spectra changes approximately by
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FIG. 2 (color online). Nuclear modification factor (RAA) of !
0

in Au" Au collisions in (a) most central 0–10% and
(b) midperipheral 40–60%. Error bars are the quadratic sum of
statistical and pT-correlated systematic uncertainties (including
systematic uncertainties from the p" p-collision reference).
Boxes around 1 are the quadratic sum of the C-type uncertainties
combined with the Ncoll uncertainties. These are fully correlated
between different energies. Also shown for central collisions are
pQCD calculations [18] with the Cronin effect, as implemented
in [17] (solid lines), and with the Cronin effect corresponding to
30% larger initial-state parton mean free paths for all three
energies (shaded bands).
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(types B and C and uncertainties from the p" p-collision
reference).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Comparison of vn(pT ) using two dif-
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ing the event-plane (EP) method [4] (points). Bands indicate
statistical errors.

The e!ect of changing the switching time from
!switch = 0.2 fm/c to !switch = 0.4 fm/c is shown in Fig. 5.
Results agree within statistical errors, but tend to be
slightly lower for the later switching time. The nonlinear
interactions of classical fields become weaker as the sys-
tem expands and therefore Yang-Mills dynamics is less
e!ective than hydrodynamics in building up flow at late
times. Yet it is reassuring that there is a window in time
where both descriptions produce equivalent results.

Because a constant "/s is at best a rough e!ective
measure of the evolving shear viscosity to entropy den-
sity ratio, we present results for a parametrized temper-
ature dependent "/s, following [33]. We use the same
parametrization (HH-HQ) as in [33, 34] with a minimum
of "/s(T ) = 0.08 at T = Ttr = 180MeV. The result,
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison of vn(pT ) using con-
stant "/s = 0.2 and a temperature dependent "/s(T ) as
parametrized in [33]. Experimental data by the ATLAS col-
laboration using the event-plane (EP) method [4] (points).
Bands indicate statistical errors.

compared to "/s = 0.2 is shown for 20! 30% central col-
lisions in Fig. 6. The results are indistinguishable when
studying just one collision energy. The insensitivity of
our results to two very di!erent functional forms may
suggest that a very large fraction of the magnitude of
the flow coe"cients is built up at later times when "/s
is very small. Also, since second order viscous hydrody-
namics breaks down when #µ! is comparable to the ideal
terms, our framework may be inadequate for large values
of "/s.

At top RHIC energy, as shown in Fig. 7, the experi-
mental data from STAR [35] and PHENIX [1] is well de-
scribed when using a constant "/s = 0.12, which is about
40% smaller than the value at LHC. A larger e!ective "/s
at LHC than at RHIC was also found in [36]. The tem-
perature dependent "/s(T ) used to describe LHC data
works well for low-pT RHIC data, but underestimates
v2(pT ) and v3(pT ) for pT > 1GeV. The parametrizations
of "/s(T ) in the literature are not definitive and signif-
icant improvements are necessary. Our studies suggest
great potential for extracting the temperature dependent
properties of QCD transport coe"cients by performing
complementary experiments extracting flow harmonics at
both RHIC and LHC.

In Fig. 8 we present results for v1(pT ) compared to ex-
perimental data from ALICE [37], extracted in [39], and
from ATLAS [38]. v1(pT ) cannot be positive definite be-
cause momentum conservation requires "v1(pT )pT # = 0.
There is a disagreement between the experimental results
(discussed in [38]) and between theory and experiment at
LHC. On the other hand, v1(pT ) at RHIC is very well re-
produced (see Fig. 7). One possible explanation for the
data crossing v1(pT ) = 0 at a lower pT than the calcu-
lation at LHC could be the underestimation of the pion
pT -spectra at very low pT – see Fig. 2. However, this is
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not necessarily the only explanation. In fact, for RHIC
energies, calculated pion spectra also underestimate the
data for pT < 300MeV but v1(pT ) is well reproduced.
We present event-by-event distributions of v2, v3, and

v4 compared to results from the ATLAS collaboration
[40, 41] in Fig. 9. We chose 20-25% central events be-
cause eccentricity distributions from neither MC-Glauber
nor MC-KLN models agree with the experimental data
in this bin [41]. To compare data with the distribution
of initial eccentricities [42] from the IP-Glasma model
and the final vn distributions after hydrodynamic evolu-
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tion, we scaled the distributions by their respective mean
value. We find that the initial eccentricity distributions
are a good approximation to the distribution of experi-
mental vn. Only for v4 (and less so for v2) the large vn
end of the experimental distribution is much better de-
scribed by the hydrodynamic vn distribution than the !n
distribution. This can be explained by non-linear mode
coupling becoming important for large values of v2 and
v4.

In summary, we have shown that the IP-
Glasma+music model gives very good agreement
to multiplicity and flow distributions at RHIC and LHC.
By including properly sub-nucleon scale color charge
fluctuations and their resulting early time CYM dynam-
ics, this model significantly extends previous studies in
the literature [19, 36, 43–47]. Omitted in all studies
including ours is the stated dynamics of instabilities and
strong scattering in over-occupied classical fields that
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energies, calculated pion spectra also underestimate the
data for pT < 300MeV but v1(pT ) is well reproduced.
We present event-by-event distributions of v2, v3, and

v4 compared to results from the ATLAS collaboration
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tion, we scaled the distributions by their respective mean
value. We find that the initial eccentricity distributions
are a good approximation to the distribution of experi-
mental vn. Only for v4 (and less so for v2) the large vn
end of the experimental distribution is much better de-
scribed by the hydrodynamic vn distribution than the !n
distribution. This can be explained by non-linear mode
coupling becoming important for large values of v2 and
v4.

In summary, we have shown that the IP-
Glasma+music model gives very good agreement
to multiplicity and flow distributions at RHIC and LHC.
By including properly sub-nucleon scale color charge
fluctuations and their resulting early time CYM dynam-
ics, this model significantly extends previous studies in
the literature [19, 36, 43–47]. Omitted in all studies
including ours is the stated dynamics of instabilities and
strong scattering in over-occupied classical fields that
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not necessarily the only explanation. In fact, for RHIC
energies, calculated pion spectra also underestimate the
data for pT < 300MeV but v1(pT ) is well reproduced.
We present event-by-event distributions of v2, v3, and

v4 compared to results from the ATLAS collaboration
[40, 41] in Fig. 9. We chose 20-25% central events be-
cause eccentricity distributions from neither MC-Glauber
nor MC-KLN models agree with the experimental data
in this bin [41]. To compare data with the distribution
of initial eccentricities [42] from the IP-Glasma model
and the final vn distributions after hydrodynamic evolu-
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tion, we scaled the distributions by their respective mean
value. We find that the initial eccentricity distributions
are a good approximation to the distribution of experi-
mental vn. Only for v4 (and less so for v2) the large vn
end of the experimental distribution is much better de-
scribed by the hydrodynamic vn distribution than the !n
distribution. This can be explained by non-linear mode
coupling becoming important for large values of v2 and
v4.

In summary, we have shown that the IP-
Glasma+music model gives very good agreement
to multiplicity and flow distributions at RHIC and LHC.
By including properly sub-nucleon scale color charge
fluctuations and their resulting early time CYM dynam-
ics, this model significantly extends previous studies in
the literature [19, 36, 43–47]. Omitted in all studies
including ours is the stated dynamics of instabilities and
strong scattering in over-occupied classical fields that

Schenke et al PRL108 
252301

Gale et al 1209.6330

using RHIC and LHC to 
constrain temperature 

dependence of  η/s within  
hydro
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leveraging RHIC/LHC differences

• changing both the collision energy and the shape of  the initial system 
as compared to the ridge seen in pPb

10

1303.1794

Bozek PRC85 014911

COLLECTIVE FLOW IN p-Pb AND d-Pb . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 85, 014911 (2012)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Eccentricity (solid line) and triangularity
(dashed line) in p-Pb interactions as a function of the number of
participant nucleons.

a boost is made to the laboratory frame to get spectra around
mid-rapidity or pseudorapidity distributions.

The NN cross section at different energies can be obtained
from an interpolation of values at 200 GeV, 2.76 TeV, and
7 TeV [25,26] (!NN = 42, 62, and 71 mb, respectively) using
a formula of the form !NN ! a + b ln(

"
sNN ) + c ln2(

"
sNN ).

The resulting NN cross sections from Table I are used in our
Glauber model calculation. We take a Wood-Saxon profile for
the Pb nuclear density,

"(x, y, z) = "0

1 + exp
!
(
"

x2 + y2 + z2 # RA)/a
# , (2.1)

with "0 = 0.17 fm#3, RA = 6.55 fm, and a = 0.45 fm, and an
excluded distance for nucleons of 0.4 fm; for the deuteron we
use the Hulthen distribution [27].

Events at a given impact parameter are generated using the
GLISSANDO code for the Glauber model [27]. The distribution
of participant nucleons at different impact parameters is shown
in Fig. 1 for p-Pb interactions at 4.4 TeV. We notice that the
number of participant nucleons fluctuates strongly at a fixed
impact parameter. The number of participant nucleons can be
significantly above the average value (solid line in Fig. 1).
Defining the most central collisions as a interval in the impact
parameter is incorrect. The few percent of most central events
in terms of the number of participant nucleons (Npart > 18)
have a participant multiplicity larger than the average Npart at
zero impact parameter. The picture is very similar for d-Pb
collisions. In the experiment the centrality classes are defined
by the track multiplicity, which is closely correlated with the
number of participants in the model. In heavy-ion collisions
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Same as Fig. 4 but for d-Pb interactions.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Contour plot s(x, y, #$ = 0) of the initial
entropy density in a d-Pb collision with Npart = 24.

the number of participants is correlated with the impact
parameter. In p-Pb or d-Pb interactions it is preferable to define
the centrality classes for events using directly cuts in Npart.
Figures 2 and 3 show the probability density for events of a
given Npart for the two systems considered. For p-Pb events, we
use three centrality classes defined as 18 ! Npart, 11 ! Npart !
17, and 8 ! Npart ! 10, corresponding to centrality bins of
0%–4%, 4%–32%, and 32%–49%, out of all the inelastic
events (Npart " 2). The unusual numbers for the centrality
percentiles are fixed by the discrete variable Npart. For the
d-Pb interactions, we choose 27 ! Npart, 16 ! Npart ! 26, and
10 ! Npart ! 15, corresponding to centrality bins of 0%–5%,
5%–30%, and 30%–50%.

The charged particle density at central pseudorapidity can
be estimated from the multiplicity observed at a similar
energy and for a similar number of participant nucleons
measured in peripheral Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC [9],
interpolating the measured values of dN/d#PS/%Npart/2&
at centralities of 60%–70% and 70%–80% to the average
number of participant nucleons %Npart& corresponding to the
most central bins considered in p-Pb and d-Pb collisions.
The energy dependence of dN/#PS is s0.11 for p-p and
s0.15 for nucleus-nucleus collisions [28]. We take s0.13 to
extrapolate from

"
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The estimated values
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Constant-temperature hypersurface
T ($, x = 0, y, #$ = 0) in a p-Pb interaction for the freeze-out
temperature Tf = 135 MeV (dashed line) and for 160 MeV (solid
line).
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sPHENIX

11

• upgrade optimized around jet/di-jet/photon 
measurements

• high rate, large uniform acceptance over |η|<1, 
hadronic calorimetry

• submitted last month to DOE for CD-0 review
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inside sPHENIX

12

Rin = 70cm
2T, 1X0

Tungsten-scintillator
 10cm thick

Fe-Scintillator
HCal
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RHIC Jet Rates

Huge rates allow differential 
measurements with geometry

 (v2, v3, A+B, U+U, …) & 
precise control measurements 

(dAu & pp)
over 80% as dijets!

Au+Au
(central 20%) p+p d+Au

>20GeV 107  jets
104 photons

106 jets
103 photons

107 jets
104 photons

>30GeV 106 jets
103 photons

105 jets
102 photons

106 jets
103 photons

>40GeV 105 jets 104 jets 105 jets

>50GeV 104 jets 103 jets 104 jets

rates based on full 
stochastic cooling, but no 

additional accelerator 
upgrades
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jet reconstruction performance

• how well can we measure real jets?

• jet energy scale, jet energy resolution

• how are the jet measurements impacted by background 
fluctuations masquerading as jets--fakes

• large HIJING study

• embedding PYTHIA jets into HIJING events to 
evaluate jet reconstruction performance

• 750M minimum bias HIJING events to study relative 
rates of  fake and real jets in HI background

• iterative background subtraction as in ATLAS

15

detailed study in: Hanks, Sickles et al: PRC86 024908
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reconstruction performance

• good performance in heavy ion background

• resolution only from the underlying event, no detector resolution 
included

16
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reconstructed jets

17

matched jets:
within ΔR< 0.25 of  a HIJING 

truth jet (>5GeV)

not matched jets:
no nearby HIJING jets

“fakes”

reconstructed jets
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.4)

19

real jets outnumber fakes by ~35GeV
however, no fake jet rejection done yet

optimistic about lowering this crossover!
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why are large jets so interesting?
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• evidence for large shape modifications in the region accessible at RHIC

• experimentally: require high statistics & good control of  systematics

PLB 719 220
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dijet measurements

• full Geant 4 detector 
simulation of  dijets 
embedded in 0-10% 
central HIJING

• unfolding recovers the 
truth distribution very 
well

21

Summary Jet, Dijet, and g-Jet Performance
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Figure 4.13: The effect of smearing on AJ for R = 0.3 jets. The upper panel shows the ratio
expected in PYTHIA and PYQUEN, showing the effect of quenching. The middle panel shows
the effect of smearing on the ratio determined from jets reconstructed after embedding in
Au+Au events. Although smeared, the reconstructed data still show a distinct difference
between the quenched and unquenched results. The bottom panel shows the results of the
“unfolding” procedure discussed in Section 4.3.2.
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γ-jet measurements

• γ/π0 very large at RHIC, large numbers out >30GeV

• unfolding the jet energy recovers the truth distributions from 
Geant4 simulation into central HIJING

22
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heavy flavor at RHIC

• upgrades coming online to address charm and bottom separation 
at RHIC

• essential piece of  the jet quenching puzzle

23
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jet quenching at RHIC
• current measurements show evidence for softening of  fragmentation 

and broadening of  angular correlations

• ATLAS measurements show R dependence of  jet suppression at jet 
energies accessible at RHIC

• together with LHC constrain T dependence of  jet quenching

• extremely interesting physics accessible at RHIC

• sPHENIX: full calorimeter coverage at mid-rapidity

• take advantage of  full RHIC luminosity: large acceptance, high rate

• becomes central to ePHENIX

• proposal submitted to DOE for CD-0 review last month!

• silicon detectors at STAR and PHENIX will provide handle on heavy 
flavor

• detector upgrades critical to the success of  hard probes at RHIC

24



backups
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further exploration of  T dependence
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heavy quarks

27
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identifying truth jets
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identifying truth jets
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identifying truth jets
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well reconstructed jets

• b = 1.8fm HIJING 
dijet event

• well reconstructed 
with anti-kT R=0.2
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Jet Event Display

b=1.8 fermi,    R=0.2,   EVT#9749,   RUN#404983
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fake jets

• b=2.4 HIJING 
event, no true jets

• 30 & 10GeV fake 
jets with anti-kT 
R=0.4

30

however, we looked 
at 750M+ events!
need quantitative 
rate assessment

10GeV

truth jets reconstructed jets

30GeV
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iterative jet finding algorithm

• uses anti-kT algorithm 

• inspired by ATLAS algorithm
31


